Why would Tempest® change what others have readily accepted? Because like you, we knew there just had to be a better way to change oil. We believed there could be a drain tool that actually made oil changes easier, cleanup faster. The result: Tempest’s patented Easy Drain™ oil filter tool. This three-step drain tool saves time, prevents drips and spills, and makes cleanup as easy as 1-2-3. Innovative, forward-focused design—proof that Tempest is engineered to lead.

It’s as Easy as 1…2…3!

1. Slip Easy Drain™ around filter and secure by turning the butterfly knob until tight against the filter. Be sure that Easy Drain is located at the lowest part of the oil filter can to allow maximum drainage.

2. Attach hose to the bottom of t-handle and then twist the t-handle to puncture the filter. Back the T-handle out to original position to allow the oil to drain.

3. Drain oil into pan. Go grab a friend and have lunch because this process will take awhile! The oil drains slowly no matter what temperature it is because the media pack is saturated with oil. Be patient!

Works on Horizontally or Vertically Mounted Oil Filters

3 1/2” Filter Diameter